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INFINITY BY HARMAN BT SOUNDBAR SETS NEW STANDARD 
 
 

Awesome music is as much a part of boating as sunshine. With the 

new Infinity by Harman® Kappa 4100MSB Amplified Marine Soundbar from 

Prospec Electronics, crystal clear audio performance—even at 100db—is now 

available in a super flexible, compact, separable speaker system. 

Weather and splash proof, the silver Kappa Marine Soundbar features 

four 4" long excursion woofers and two 2" edge-driven dome tweeters. It can 

be separated into two towers to optimize sound quality for specific 

applications. With two channel, full-range left and right outputs, the device 

can be expanded with additional components. Matched with its integrated 

120W x 2 class-D amplifier, it produces audio that rivals premium home or 

automotive systems.  

Modern and stylish, its quick-release, shockproof mounting system 

isn't the only adaptable feature about the Kappa Marine Soundbar. It comes 

with Bluetooth, 3.5mm and RCA inputs, and includes intelligent priority 

switching that eliminates manual source selection. 

Set to Party Mode, three Bluetooth devices can connect to the Kappa 

Marine Soundbar simultaneously. Perfect for a group of friends on the 

water, it streams one AVRCP profile at a time while pausing the others. And 

when it's time to capture the action, there's even a built-in GoPro shoe. 

The Kappa Marine Soundbar comes with a detachable RF remote. 
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Perfect for a boat, it doesn't need to be aimed at the device and functions 

even in bright sunshine. 

The soundbar features a glowing red LED display that flashes in tempo 

with the music. A dual-level LED down light adds functionality. A power 

protection LED alerts to problems such as overcurrent, overvolt, overtemp or 

DC offset. 

Even though the Kappa Marine Soundbar is loaded with cutting-edge 

features, Harman built in tomorrow's technology. A micro USB connection 

future-proofs the device with software updates. 

The Infinity Kappa 4100MSB Amplified Marine Soundbar measures 

31.5" L x 6.1" W x 5" H, weighs 22.7 lbs. and costs $900. The optional 

Separation Kit runs $89.95. 

Contact Prospec Electronics, 3325 S Morgans Point Rd., Mt. Pleasant, 

SC 29466. www.prospecelectronics.com. 


